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 Scand J Statist 13: 63-85, 1986

 Bayes Estimators and Asymptotic Efficiency in

 Parametric Counting Process Models

 NILS LID HJORT

 Norwegian Computing Centre, Oslo

 ABSTRACT. A general parametric counting process model is considered. Maximum likelihood

 and Bayes estimators are shown to be asymptotically equivalent under mild regularity condi-

 tions, even when the parametric structure is incorrectly specified. Next local asymptotic nor-

 mality of the model is demonstrated, implying various optimality results. The results generalize

 some earlier ones for the i.i.d. case to more complicated models allowing censoring. Finally a

 section is included studying Bayes estimators in Cox's regression model.

 Key words: asymptotic parametric inference, Bayes estimators, censoring, counting processes,

 Cox model, local asymptotic normality, misspecified models, optimality

 1. Introduction and summary

 Let [{N1(t), ... , Nk(t)}; tO] be a multivariate counting process defined on some complete

 probability space (Q, Xi?), and let Ni have intensity process Y(t)aj(t, 6), tO, i=1 , .. ., k,
 w.r.t. an increasing, right continuous family of sub-cr-algebras {X; tO0}. The processes Ni and
 Yi are observed, while the 6 appearing in the intensities is an unknown p-dimensional
 parameter.

 This is a general parametric version of Aalen's multiplicative model (Aalen, 1975, 1978); for

 a review, see Andersen & Borgan (1985). Several important statistical models, describing

 phenomena in demography, survival analysis, actuarial science and reliability theory, are

 special cases. For example, observations from a finite-state time-inhomogeneous Markov

 chain fit into the general model, with the Ni's counting transitions and the Yi's having a
 "number at risk" interpretation. The counting process formulation of these models allows a

 unified treatment of large-sample (and some finite-sample) properties. An important bonus is
 that very general censoring patterns can be handled.

 Borgan (1984) studies maximum likelihood (ML) estimators in the general parametric

 model above, and shows that the "usual asymptotic properties" are present, thereby

 generalizing many of the i.i.d. theorems to allow for censoring. Aven (1983) considers a

 framework for Bayesian inference, and Hjort (1985, 1986a) studies M-type estimators. The n

 involved in the asymptotic framework implicitly referred to here is typically the number of

 individuals (items) under study.

 Possessing thus a variety of procedures in his estimation kit, the statistician needs advice as

 to which method to use. The aim of the present paper is to sort matters out, as far as the

 asymptotic distributions are concerned. In Section 2 we prove, under reasonable regularity

 assumptions, that the ML and Bayes methods lead to asymptotically equivalent estimators. It

 was further shown in Hjort (1986a) that ML estimation gives the optimal M estimators.

 Section 3 settles the matter by providing another generalisation of a known result from the

 classical i.i.d. theory, namely an optimality theorem for the ML (and Bayes) estimator: it is

 essentially impossible to construct estimator sequences with better limit distributions. Section

 3 draws upon the Hajek-LeCam theory of local asymptotic normality.

 A particular case of the general Theorem 2.1, involving k=1 counting process and a

 constant intensity, is (implicitly) proved in Aven (1983). Although our result is much more

 5
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 64 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 general, parts of his proof carry over to our situation. We remark further that several results

 borrowed from Borgan (1984) and used in Section 2 below rely on the modern theory of square

 integrable (or local) martingales, without this necessarily being visible here.

 It should perhaps be stressed that our theorems are concerned only with ("first-order")

 asymptotics, and that Bayes estimators and certain M-type estimators may have their usual

 advantages over the ML procedure, for example w.r.t. robustness. Furthermore, the Bayes

 estimators are investigated in the traditional non-Bayesian framework only.

 The main results below about the behaviour of Bayes estimators can be interpreted as

 follows: if kn is the number of observations needed to achieve the same accuracy for the Bayes

 estimator as that achieved by the ML estimator based on n observations, in terms (for

 example) of expected squared error, then kn/n tends to one. This is not to be read as "the prior

 does not matter", however, as analysis of the important quantity dn = kn - n can reveal striking

 differences in specific examples; see Hodges & Lehmann (1970) for similar remarks. dn can
 tend to a positive or a negative constant, depending on the prior density used and on the true

 parameter value, and can also tend to infinity. It seems difficult to analyse the deficiency dn in a
 unified way, however.

 That Bayes and ML estimators behave similarly for large samples certainly belongs to

 statistical folklore, indeed arguments for this can be found as early as Laplace (see Laplace,

 1847). Modern references containing rigorous treatments of the i.i.d. case are Walker (1969),
 Lehmann (1983, Ch. 6), and the monograph Ibragimov & Has'minskii (1981). The arguments

 in the present paper are partly general in that they are more tied to likelihood processes than to

 the particular counting process model, and can be used in many other settings.

 The results of Ibragimov & Has'minskii (1981) for experiments with independent, non-

 censored observations are of a more general nature than those obtained here, but the more

 direct approach taken here, besides accommodating censored data, has some advantages. It

 enables us in Section 2.2 to extend the. asymptotic equivalence result for Bayes and ML
 estimators to the important case where the parametric model is not necessarily correct. Also,

 the likelihood under consideration in many models for survival data is sometimes only a partial

 likelihood, and our "direct approach" still works. Thus in Section 4 the usual estimator in

 Cox's regression model is shown to be asymptotically equivalent to a natural Bayesian

 competitor, even in a larger context where the parametric structure of Cox's model is not
 trusted.

 It is likely that the regularity conditions used below, partly inherited from Borgan (1984)

 and Andersen & Gill (1982), can be weakened, in the style of LeCam (1970) and the deeper
 treatment of Ibragimov & Has'minskii, involving root densities and L2-differentiability. Steps

 in this direction are taken by Gill (1980, Section 5.3) and Dzhaparidze (1985) in proving
 contiguity.

 This paper concerns statistical inference in certain parametric models. Hjort (1984) pro-

 vides methods to check such a parametric model's validity.

 2. Asymptotic behaviour of Bayes estimators

 2.1. A single counting process

 We shall let k= 1 in the present subsection. Thus let {N(t); tB0} be a counting process defined
 on some (Q, V) with an intensity process Y(t)a(t, 8), tB0 w.r.t. a family {Xt; tB0} of
 sub-a-algebras. 8 lies somewhere in an open, connected region e in P. Single out the true
 parameter value 8o for special attention, and leave 8 as a free variable. Probability statements

 below are w.r.t. this true value 80.

 We shall assume that regularity conditionsc (A (B), (C), and (D) of Borgan- (1984, Section
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 65

 general, parts of his proof carry over to our situation. We remark further that several results

 borrowed from Borgan (1984) and used in Section 2 below rely on the modern theory of square
 integrable (or local) martingales, without this necessarily being visible here.

 (i) Y(t)/n-*y(t) uniformly for te [0, 1], in probability (note Borgan's corrigendum, 1984,
 p. 275);

 (ii) a(s, 8) and its derivatives of the first, second, and third order w.r.t. 8 exist and are
 continuous functions of 8 for all 8 in a neighbourhood e0 of 80, and they are bounded on

 [0, 1] x 00; and
 (iii) a(s, 8) is bounded away from zero on [0, 1]x e0.

 Condition (C) is that the matrix I with elements displayed in (2.6) below is positive definite.

 Extensions of the results of this paper are possible, to the case where the time interval is

 [0, 71 where T is an arbitrary stopping time, or even to [0, mo) with some care and additional

 requirements (see e.g. Gill, 1980; Helland, 1982, 1983; Andersen et al., 1982; Aven, 1983).

 The likelihood of what is observed can be written

 Ln(8)=const. exp [f {log a(s, 8) dN(s) - Y(s)a(s, 8) ds}]* (2.1)

 Define the martingale

 M(t)=N(t)- Y(s)a(s, 8o) ds, t O,. (2.2)

 and let

 ipj(s, 0)=d log a(s, 8)/aOj. (2.3)
 Then

 ( l) g aloL (0)

 = ipj (s, 8){dN(s)-Y(s)a(s, 8) ds} (2.4)

 = i,j (s, 8o) dM(s) for t =80,

 and

 ()=2 log L (8)

 = J 8a2 log a(s, 80)/Ia81d8 dM(s)

 - J Y(s)ij/(s, 8o) ?pi (s, 8o)a(s, 80) ds for 8=80, (2.5)

 j, 1=1, . p. The regularity conditions ensure

 -- In j,(00) 4 y(s)ipj(s, 8o)ipl(s, 80)a(s, 80) ds=orj(00), j, l=l, ... ,p, (2.6) n
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 66 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 where y( ) is the limit in probability of Y(-)/n, and that

 U.(8o0)/ n={U, o1(=0)/n}11 ... P

 D>U= (Uj)j=, ... p-Np(O, Y.) (2.7)

 where 1={joj(08o)}jj,=, ... p. Borgan (1984) shows that

 - n I, (8,n) X (2.8)
 n

 for each sequence {8,n} having 8,n L-8o. The main result of Borgan (op. cit.) is that the ML

 estimator 8,*, i.e. the one solving

 Un,j(8n*)=0, j=1, ... ,p (2.9)

 is consistent, and satisfies

 Fn(On* 6o) Y. U- Np (O, Y (2.10)
 Now consider Bayes estimators. Suppose the statistician's uncertainty about 8 is expressed

 in the form of a prior distributionp(8)d8 on e. The prior density p(8) will be assumed to fulfil

 Condition (E): p is continuous and positive in a neighbourhood e0 of 80 and has finite

 expectation 8=fOp(8) do.

 It is convenient to write f Op(O)dO instead of {f Ol1p() do, . .. , f Opp(O)dO}', and similarly later
 on. It will also be practical to have p(8) defined for all OE which is done by letting p() =0
 for 8 outside 0. Integrals of the type fOp (8) d8 are then understood to be over the full space

 2p.
 Possessing the likelihood (2.1), it is now clear that the posterior distribution of 8 given the

 data, i.e. {N(t), Y(t); te[0, 1]}, has density Ln(8)p(8) dO/lf Ln(8')p(8') d8'; a formal account is
 offered in Aven (1983).

 The Bayes estimator w.r.t. a quadratic loss function (6-8)'W(6-8), W positive definite
 and symmetric, is

 O8Ln(8)p () d8

 (2.11)

 J Ln(W)p(8) d8

 Define

 Gn(X)=Ln (8 n aI)Ln (00), C,3.(.2

 Then substituting 0=80+x/ n (2.11) gives

 1 fxGn(x)P(60+xA/n) dx
 On =80+-

 n f Gno(x)p(90+x/ln) dx

 or

 fxGn(x)p(8o+x/>n) dx (2.13)

 Fn (f9n oI) = (p +/)

 Gn(X)P(00o+xlF) dx
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 67

 To arrive at a result similar to (2.10), we start out studying weak convergence of Gn (x).

 Let C([-A, A]P) be the space of continuous functions [-A, A]PY*59 The theory of weak
 convergence in C[0, 1], presented e.g. in Billingsley (1968, Chapter 2), carries over to

 C([-A, A]P) with minor, and mostly notational, changes.

 Lemma 1

 Let

 G(x)=exp (x'U-'x'Yx), XEMP (2.14)

 with Uas in (2. 7), and letA be chosen so large that Oln[-A, A]P is not empty. Then Gn D*G in
 C([-A, A]P).

 Proof. Note first that for every n larger than some no, all values of O0+x/Fr, xE[-A, A]P,

 belong to the neighbourhood of 00 in which Ln(O) is continuous, so that Gn, like G, indeed is
 continuous when restricted to [-A, A]P. Next, by Taylor expansion and (2.4), (2.5),

 dlog Ln - a2logLn x1x1
 log Gn(x)= = (60) I + E "(Os)-

 a d8j Fn jlajO n

 - 1

 = x' Un (to)/n + 1x' -In (/9)x, (2.15)
 n

 where O., is on the line segment joining O0 and 0o+x/l. Applying (2.7), (2.8), and the
 Cramer-Wold device, it is seen that all the finite-dimensional distributions of log Gn converge

 to those of log G. Furthermore, {log Gn} is tight in C([-A, A]P). For if ly -x|l<6, then

 log Gn(y)-log Gn(x)| (y-x)' U,) + x' {- In( y)- In (Z)}x

 + 1 11 - 1 + 7 (y-x) - In(Oy)(y-x) + (y -x)' -In(6'y)x
 n n

 6 | Un,j (O0) + : A2 | {I(1) -
 i n j,I n

 1 1 2 11 -
 + Inj 6fy) | +6A > | In, fl(8y)

 j,1 n j,lI n

 SoSYn+:2Zn, 6Yn + 'AZ,

 say, where Yn and Zn do not depend on x andy, and where Yn D- some Y and Zn D 0. (This step
 involves some technicalities that are available in the proof of Lemma A. 1 in the Appendix.)

 These facts easily entail

 lim P {w(log Gn, 6P)1s}<P{Y?E/6},

 showing us, by Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 in Billingsley (1968), that log Gn D* log G in
 C([-A, AIP). An easy application of Theorem 5.1 (Op. Cit.) now proves the lemma. O
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 68 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 We can now attack Fn(8n- 80) in the form (2.13). We should like to prove that

 fXG(x)p(0O) dx

 Fn (0.9n - 00) -4 .(2.16)
 f G(x)p(0o) dx

 It will suffice to prove that X,1-D*X in p+1, where

 JxGn(X)P( O+f-r)dx

 Xn=

 Gn(X)P (0 8+ xi dX)

 I (x) P(O) dxJ
 {JG (x 0 ) d

 Let Xn, A and XA be as above, but with integration only over [-A, A1P. Since {(G,(-),
 p(Oo+ /Jn)} R4G(-), p(8O)} in C([-A, A]P)2 by Theorem 4.4 in Billingsley (1968), another
 application of Theorem 5.1 (op. cit.) gives us Xn,A 2-*XA for each A. Furthermore XA2->X by
 the form (2.14). Hence Xn,4X if we can prove that

 limP{IIXXn-Xn,Al2? ?}_O (2.17)
 n-,00o

 as A-*O, for each E>O (cf. Billingsley's Theorem 4.2).

 Since this statement concerns the integrand xGn(x)p(0o+xlrn) for very large values of x,
 yet another regularity condition is needed to ensure asymptotic efficiency of On. Whereas the
 more standard requirements, as in (A)-(E), mostly concern a neighbourhood of 0o, we now

 demand regular behaviour at a distance from 00. To motivate condition (F) below, consider

 Bn (0) =-{log Ln(a)-log Ln(00)} OeE). (2.18)
 n

 Since by (2.1) and (2.2)

 log L,(O)=log (const.)+f log a(dN-Yaods)+f Y(log a-ao-a) ds

 where a=a(s, 8) and ao=a(s, 80) for short, and where the const. in question does not depend
 on 8, an application of Lenglart's inequality, as in Borgan (1984), gives

 1 C' 1Y
 B (0)n -J0 (log a-log ao) dM+ -{(log a-log ao)ao-(a-ao)} ds

 p- B(8)= y{(log a-log ao)ao-(a-ao)} ds. (2.19)
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 69

 But the integrand here is seen to be concave in a, with a unique maximum when a=ao, i.e.

 B(00)=0 and B(4)<O for 09*oO. Very often this behaviour is shared by Bn(t), i.e. BJ is concave
 with a unique maximum at d*. Then Bn-*B uniformly in probability on compact subsets of e

 (Andersen & Gill, 1982, Appendix II), and the following is true:

 Condition (F): If 6>0 is given, then a c0>O exists, having P(Qn)-,1, where Qn is the event

 sup Bn(8) -cO.

 Theorem 2.1

 Let regularity conditions (A)-(D) of Borgan (1984, p. 4) and (E), (F) above, be in force. Then

 n(f9_80) D U_N

 Proof. That the crucial statement (2.17) is implied by regularity conditions (E) and (F) is a

 consequence of Lemma A.1 in the Appendix. But then (2.16) holds, i.e.

 n(&n-o) D Ix exp (x'U-lx'2x) dx exp (x'U-'x'lx) dx.

 The calculations of Lemma A.2 in the Appendix give what we need.

 We have shown that under suitable regularity conditions, both rn(Orn$- 0) and n(f9 - 8o)
 converge to Np (0, - 1). A slightly stronger and even more satisfactory statement would be that

 -n(- O0) -O. We shall see that this is true under the same assumptions.
 Analogously to (2.12), define

 Hn(x)=Ln O(n+ L) nL(6,') x (2.20)

 Then, as around (2.13),

 1 xHn (x)p (9 + x/ n) dx

 fin= fn* +

 and Hn(x)p(6n*+x/jn) dx
 and

 fxHn(x)p(8.+x/1/n) dx (2.21)

 Fn( f9n f9:n) =

 I Hn(x)p(O9*+x1/n) dx

 It can be proved, along the lines of Lemma 1, using the Taylor expansion

 log Hn { X)} x (2.22)

 where Ox is on the segment joining 9n* and n*+ x/IFn, and the fact that O* is consistent, that

 H[ D H in C([-A, A]P), where

 H(x)=exp (-4x'2:x).
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 70 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 Hence the result

 fxH(x)p(Oo) dx

 Fn( I _on*) D (2.24)
 f H(x)p(0o) dx

 seems likely. Define

 H(x) P (On + j-) dx

 y {fHn(X)p(On* + -)dx I

 xH(x) p(8o) dx

 Y= ,

 H(x) p(O) dx J

 and let Yn,A, YA be the same, only integrated over [-A, AyP. Then since sup
 {p(8n*-x/1n)-p(9o)|; XE[-A, A]P} A 0 by condition (E) and the consistency of OnA
 Yn,A D -YA as with the X's. That YA D* Y offers no problems. Hence the crucial point is

 lim lim P{l Yn-Yn AlA e}= 0, V>0.
 A-3 n-bo

 Following the course of Lemma A. 1 in the Appendix, it is necessary to ensure that for some

 small 6>0

 lim P{ llxllHn(X)P( On*+ -) &3xb ?} 30

 as A-> oo, and that

 lim P {IIa kIHn(x)p (8+ -) dxB ?4-0.

 The first of these relations can be shown as in Lemma A. 1, though some care must be taken

 since the Taylor expansion (2.22) is at the random point On*, which however converges to 80 in
 probability.

 Regarding the second, we meet problems similar to those encountered in the second half of
 Lemma A. 1, which necessitated the postulation of condition (F). Condition (F) says that given

 6>0, a c>O exists such that

 f 1 1
 P sup - log Ln(60o+ u)- -log Ln(00) C

 Scrutinizing the details, what is needed now is:

 Condition (F*): Given 6>0, a c>O exists such that

 {t s -1 1 sp - log Ln (On+U)- - log L *(O.) c IuIM fl nfl
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 71

 Condition (F*) is indeed a natural one when discussing ML estimation; it states roughly that

 LO(6) has a unique global maximum for large samples. It is shown in the Appendix that
 conditions (F) and (F*) indeed are equivalent under the present circumstances. Sometimes (F)

 is easiest to check for a given model, sometimes (F*).

 Theorem 2.2

 Assume regularity conditions (A)-(E) and (F), or (A)-(E) and (F*). Then

 n(On -n) 4 0,

 i.e. the Bayes and the ML estimator are asymptotically equivalent.

 Proof. Condition (F*) was constructed to ensure (2.24). But according to Lemma A.2

 fx exp (-4 x'x) dx exp (-4x'Ex) dx

 is just a strange way in which to write zero. That (F) and (F*) imply each other, assuming (A)-
 (D), is proved in Lemma A.3. a

 Remark. Theorem 2.2 is at least as general as Theorem 2.1. The reason for including

 Theorem 2.1 with its proof in the paper is that both approaches are of interest, also in other

 settings where (F) and (F*) may not be fully equivalent. Furthermore, the arguments used in
 the course of Theorem 2.1 are those that were needed in Section 3 below. Finally, condition

 (F*) was difficult to verify without establishing (F) first Toi the Cox regression model con-
 sidered in Section 4.

 2.2 Extensions

 k counting processes. Due to the elegant orthogonal structure of the martingales involved,

 only few changes have to be made to cover multivariate counting processes. Consider [{N,(t),
 ..., Nk(t)}; t-O] with intensities Yi(t)ai(t, 9), te[0, Ti], i=1, . k. The likelihood may be
 written

 k rT

 Ln(6)=const. exp E f (log aicdNi- Yiai ds).

 Now Un, In, Gn can be defined analogously to (2.4), (2.5), (2.12), involving martingales Mi and

 functions Vi, j(s, 6) = a log ai(s, 6)/a8j. It may be checked that (2.15) is retained, so that Lemma
 1 goes through, using once more Borgan's (1984) results. Although B(6) of (2.19) must be
 redefined, we can keep (2.18) and conditions (F), (F*). Scrutinizing the proof of Lemma A.1

 we may conclude that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remain unchanged in this multivariate context.

 Approximate posterior distribution. Let Dn denote the collection of observed processes at
 stage n in the asymptotic framework; typically Dn would be the data accumulated for the first n

 individuals under study. The posterior distribution of 0 given Dn is

 Ln(6)P(6) n{Ln()/LLn(00)}P (0)

 f Ln(0)p(0)d6 f Gn (x)p (0 + x/n) dx
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 72 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 implying that X,,= n(8-80) has posterior density

 1,, (x ID ,,) G,,(x)p(60+xl/n)

 f Gn (x)p(8o+x1/Vr) dx

 It may be seen that under conditions (A)-(F), this random density converges in distribution to

 F1(x)= G (x)/f G (x) dx. Lemma A.2 may further be called upon to show that HI(x) is a normal
 density with (random) mean E-I U and covariance matrix - 1:

 rl(xI D,) -*1fl(x)=N(T, EI-)(x), T=E-I U. (2.25)

 This result is related to generalizations of earlier ones in the i.i.d. setting, see Walker (1969)

 and Lehmann (1983, Chapter 6), and has several interesting consequences.

 As a first example, take expectations to get another proof of

 > n (O'n - O) x I-I (x) dx = T- N(O, E ).

 As a second example, consider again a quadratic loss function

 L(8, =) ( -8)' W(& -)

 under which the posterior expectation An= E( I Dn) is Bayes. The posterior expected loss is
 seen to be

 E{(0-an,) tW(0}-tn)j|Dn}= Tr (WQn

 where C,,=Var (81D,,). By (2.25) and possibly some regularity, nC,, '-(00)-' under 80,
 stressing the dependence of Y upon the unknown parameter. This may in some cases be used

 to calculate the limit of n times the expected minimum posterior risk under 00.

 W above may also depend on data Dn. Since Vn(On*-8o) ?0*Np{0,E(t(o)-}, an interesting
 choice is Wn=E(O8*), or another consistent estimator of the information matrix. Under
 regularity the minimum Bayes risk behaves approximately like p/n for a wide class of Bayes

 estimators. This may be further elaborated to a statement about the general asymptotic

 minimax character of Bayes estimators, to which we return in Section 3.

 Priors that vary with n. Let p(O) be a prior density for 8, with prior mean 8 and prior

 covariance matrix X0=f(8 - 6)(89- O)'p(O) d8. The asymptotic framework we have
 employed so far holdsp(.) fixed, and it is only reasonable to expect that the Bayes estimator 8,n
 eventually forgets about the prior distribution, compare statements in Berger (1980, p. 131),

 Lindley (1961), and Zacks (1971, Chapter 6.4). (The latter reference, by the way, provides
 heuristic arguments that can be used to generalize our results to more general loss functions

 than the quadratic one.) It would perhaps be more faithful to the Bayesian idea, and to the

 non-asymptotic reality, to admit the prior density to vary with n, in a way that reflects stronger

 belief in it.

 One possibility is to define

 P,,(69)=p{8+ (ti-)c 1/2}c r2; (2.26)

 then the prior mean is still 8 whereas f(8- 6) (8- 0)'p,, (8)d= Eo/cn, giving cn interpretation
 as "prior sample size". (If the original parameter 8 a priori lies in a restricted, e.g. bounded
 region, then it should be transformed to a new parameter with prior domain /P, to make
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 73

 (2.26) a reasonable choice.) It is now possible to use the methods of the present section to give

 conditions on the speed with which the prior sample size c, is allowed to go to infinity with n,

 sufficient to ensure the analogues to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. This will not be pursued here,

 however.

 Asymptotic equivalence when the model is misspecified. The results so far have been derived

 under the traditional mathematical assumption that the parametric model is correct, i.e. the

 true intensity is indeed a(s, 80) for some 80 E E. As even statisticians admit, however, a

 parametric model is usually at best a good approximation to the complex reality, and it appears

 important to sort out consequences without the assumption above.

 Assume in what follows only that the true, underlying intensity for the population under

 study is some piece-wise continuous a(-).

 rt

 M(t)= N(t) - f Y(s)a(s) ds

 is then the "true martingale". One has

 1 11 Y(s)
 n log L,,(0)= log a(s, 8) dM(s) + l{a(s) log a(s, 8) -a(s, 8)} ds n n o n

 (2.27)

 p r
 -. w(8)= f y(s){a(s) log a(s, 8)-a(s, 8)} ds

 by Lenglart's inequality, for each 8. Thus the ML estimator O* really takes aim at the

 parameter value 80 that maximizes w(8) above. 80 can be interpreted as a "least false"
 parameter value in that it minimizes the following distance measure between intensities:

 D{a:a(-, )}- y(s) [a(s){ log a(s) -log a(s, 8)}-{a(s) -a(s, 8)}] ds. (2.28)

 D{a: a(-, 8)}, which is the limit in probability of

 - log Lj{a(-)}/Ln{a(-,0)},
 n

 is non-negative and equal to zero only if a(s) =a(s, 8O), a.e. y (s) ds, for a 80 (in which case 80 is

 "true" too). D{a: a(-, 8)} can be viewed as a generalization of the Kullback-Leibler informa-
 tion distance to models with censoring (cf. Hjort, 1986a).

 Fitting the (untrue) parametric model by maximum likelihood is therefore still a meaningful

 statistical operation; it chooses (asymptotically) an intensity as close as possible to the true

 one, in the sense of minimizing D{a:a(-,8)}.

 As examination of the case with a constant unknown intensity shows, different reasonable

 estimators of 8 can really be consistent for different parameter values, when the parametric

 model is wrong. It is reassuring, then, to see that the Bayes solution On still is asymptotically

 equivalent to On*.

 Theorem 2.3

 Let a(-) be the true intensity, assumed piece-wise continuous, and let {a(-, 8); Se e} be the
 parametric model. Suppose there is a unique least false parameter value 80 minimizing

 D{a:a(, 8)} above, and that this 80 is an innerpointin the parameter space. Let again regularity
 conditions (A)-(E) and (F), or (F*), be in force, with "a(s)" replacing "a(s, 8)"' in Borgan's
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 (1984) (4.5), (4.6). Then On* and d, are both consistent for 8o, and n ( n*- dn) 4O

 Proof. Let us start with the consistency of On*. One has

 1 alog L~(80) _ 1 F1 fI Y(s)

 n aog n ( n J y=j(s, Oo) dM(s)+ J n ()1(s, O) {fa(s)-a(s, 80)} ds,

 which converges to zero in probability; the first term by Lenglart's inequality, the second since

 O0 satisfies dw(8)/ a8=O, j = 1 . . . v p. Next,

 _1 a2 log Ln (00) 1 1- a fj (s, 00) (1Y(s)F
 n a81 d O1 nog L(t)o 1 Jo aoj(Sw (dM(s) + JY j [(s, o) if1 (s, o)a(s, a)

 - Yt (s, 8) {'a(s)-a(s,0'0)] ds
 a ol as-s,0J

 -*cro,jl= f y(s)[?tj(s, O) p'(s,Oo)a(s,8O)-aVj(s, 8o)/a8a{a(s)-a(s, 0o)}] ds;

 notice the needed generalization from (2.6). The matrix 10 with elements a0,j, is positive
 definite since 00 is the unique maximum point for w. Furthermore, Borgan's arguments (1984,

 p. 7) can be applied to show that

 1 a3 log Ln(8)
 Kn= max sup - _a'lo _n__

 j,l,m OseE1 n aOjaO6aOm

 is stochastically bounded, for some small enough neighbourhood E) of 00.

 The facts above can be used to show that On* is consistent for 80, as in Billingsley (1961,
 pp. 12-13) and Borgan (1984, Theorem 1). In fact, even without conditions (F*) or (F), there
 is always an eventually unique consistent root of the maximum likelihood equations

 alog Ln(60)/dtj=0,j=1, ... ., p.
 Now the proof of Theorem 2.2 can essentially be repeated to give the desired asymptotic

 equivalence of kr and On*. ?

 Hjort (1986a) obtains the limiting distribution of n(8n*-80) under the conditions stated
 above, thereby generalizing Borgan's Theorem 2 to the present agnostic state of affairs where

 a() not necessarily belongs to the parametric family.

 3. Asymptotic optimality

 The likelihood (2.1) is really a Radon-Nikodym derivative, of the probability measure Pn

 governing the N and Yprocesses when 0 is the true parameter, w.r.t. one governing a Poisson
 process with constant intensity (see Aalen, 1978, Section 3, or Br6maud & Jacod, 1977,

 Paragraphs 2.7 and 3.5). Knowing this, the result of Lemma 1 may be written

 dPn,e0+x1,-/dPn,9 = exp {x' Un(0O)/1Fn- x'Y 2(Oo)x + Rn,0O,x} (3.1)

 where Un(80) 4 U(00)-Np{O, E(80)} and Rn ,0 -*O for every x; in both cases the convergence is

 w.r.t. {Pn, Oj.
 This shows that the sequence of experiments defined by {Pn,} is locally asymptotic normal,

 as defined by Hajek (1972) or Droste & Wefelmeyer (1984). This property is known to imply a
 variety of optimality results for ML (and Bayes) estimators.
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 75

 For example, a version of Hajek's convolution representation theorem can be obtained in

 the present framework. Term an estimator 6On, or rather the whole sequence {t3n}, regular at 00

 if

 [ { (n- Sn)} | Pn^+xl/n ---Q(00) (3.2)

 for every x, with the probability measure Q(O0) being independent of x. In particular

 9 An (On - 6'0) 1 Pn, Oj --- Q (00) v

 making t,n an interesting competitor to On* and 0n considered in Section 2, in that these both

 have Np{O, I (0o)-1} as the corresponding limit distribution.

 Theorem 3.1

 Assume 8On is a regular estimator of 8 at the true value 00, satisfying therefore (3.2) for some
 probability measure Q(0o). Then there is a convolution representation

 Q(Oo)=Np{O, I(80)-1}*R(8o)

 for some probability measure R(00).

 Furthermore, if {On} is optimal, i.e. has Q(00)=Np{O, E(00)-'}, then

 rn(On- 0o)- _(0o)-l Un (0o)/ln 0 under Pn,, 0 (3.3)

 Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3 in Droste & Wefelmeyer (1984). D

 It may indeed be shown that both ML and Bayes estimators are regular in the sense

 described, either by general contiguity arguments (as in Roussas, 1972, and in Paragraph 6.8 in

 Lehmann, 1983), or by a direct approach, going through details that would resemble those in

 Section 2. In view of Theorem 3.1, therefore, On* and 'On, and more generally any other
 estimator satisfying (3.3), may be called optimal regular estimators.

 Other optimality results can also be obtained. The considerations following (2.25) hinted at

 a form of asymptotic minimaxity for Bayes estimators. A local asymptotic minimax theorem,

 again having the estimators fulfilling (3.3) as winners, may be derived along the lines of

 Paragraph 6.8 in Lehmann (1983). Further generalizations would involve LeCam's general

 theory, for example as presented in Millar (1979, 1981).

 Some of the results mentioned in the present section may be stated and arrived at also in

 Aalen's (original) non-parametric model; see Hjort (1985) for comments on this.

 4. Bayesian analysis in Cox's proportional hazards model

 The methods of Section 2 can be used even when encountering partial likelihoods. Thus it is

 shown below that the usual Cox estimator /6* is asymptotically equivalent to the Bayes
 estimator /3 (starting with almost any prior density)-even when the parametric part in Cox's
 model is wrong.

 The lifetimes TI, ..., Tn of n individuals are studied. Cox's proportional hazards model
 specifies that individual no. i, with covariate vector zi=(zi1, . .. , zip)', has hazard function (or
 intensity)

 a;(s)=a(s 1z)=exp(Jl3zi,+ ... +,d,z;.) a(s). (4.1)
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 76 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 a(s), the hazard function for an individual with z =0, is left unspecified, and interest usually

 focuses on the relative risk parameters /=Ih(,.
 Consider the partial likelihood

 Ln(3)= f [lf| Yi(s) exp (3 zi) dNi(s)

 i=1 S~_>o Yj (s) exp (3'z1) J
 j=1

 (cf. Gill, 1984; Cox & Oakes, 1984), where Ni(t)=I (no. i has been seen to die in [0, t]}),
 Yi(s)=I (no. i is at risk just prior to time s), and dNi(s) is 1 only if Ni has a jump at time s. Let
 now /B* be the Cox estimator, obtained by maximizing Ln(/) or equivalently

 log Ln(O)= Z f [i8'zi-log { E Yj(s)exp (/' zj)} dNi(s). (4.2)

 Let us also consider Bayesian competitors to,*. Letp (/) be some expert's prior density for,/
 (in 9bkP). The natural Bayesian estimator for , is then

 A= J Ln(#OP(# d/3/ L. (#p () dfi (4.3)
 compare (2.11).

 Some remarks are in order here. First, fl above is not necessarily the conditional expecta-

 tion of / given data, in that LnC(/) only is the "partial" likelihood. A fearless commitment to
 the Bayesian paradigm would involve specifying a simultaneous prior distribution of/8 and the

 (infinite-dimensional) a(-), and the resulting posterior distribution of / given data (see for
 example the sketch of a possible approach in Hjort, 1986b). ,8 above is nevertheless reason-

 able, and is in the spirit of Cox's treatment in that only aspects directly involving/i come into

 the analysis; a() is irrelevant.
 Secondly, some words on the choice of a priori density. It is of value to have a natural non-

 informative ("neutral") choice to resort to should it be too difficult to assess the prior opinion

 perfectly, in the style of Jeffreys and Box & Tiao. Assume for the moment that a() in (4.1) is
 completely known. The density for lifetime Ti is

 f(ti)= exp {- exp (8' zi) A (ti)} exp (8' zi) a(ti),

 writing

 A(t)= a(s) ds

 for the cumulative hazard. Jeffreys' principle (cf. Box & Tiao, 1973), advocates calculating the

 expected information matrix with elements Al,=-Ea2 log L(/3)/a,Gja/3', L(O3) being the full
 likelihood, and then putting p (/) proportional to the square root of the determinant of this
 matrix, for reasons related to invariance under parameter transformations. The a priori

 density for ,8 should not depend upon outcomes of irrelevant censoring mechanisms, so the

 proposal mentioned should be examined under the assumptions of no censoring. One gets

 n n

 Ail= - E E lo0g fo(T)/aAfi3la = ZiZi,

 independent of /i, so that p( ) is "flat" on the full parameter space. Since this reasonable

 proposal is obtained regardless of the underlying a(), and is also obtained starting, for
 example, with as(s)= = exp (/3' Zi) a(s), 8 and /' unknown, we advocate p (/3')= 1 on PP, or
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 77

 p(,6)=(1/2A)P on a large subset [-A, A]P. (Sometimes the a priori set for/8 is restricted in
 some way, and pQ() should be modified accordingly.)

 Encouraged by Theorem 2.3, we avoid assuming that (4.1) is exactly true. Suppose only that

 the true intensities are

 a:i(s) = a (s I zi) =h (zi)a(s) (4.4)

 where also h(zil, ..., zip) is unspecified, h(O, ...0, )=1. Some notation is needed:

 1n 1 n
 S(0)(s, ,)= - Yi(s) exp (J'zi); T() (s)= -E Y(s) h(zi);

 n n i=1

 n n

 SM -(s, X Yi(s)zij exp (8'zi); Ts)(s)=) zijh(zi);

 1 n 1 n
 S(1) (S,,)E Yi (s) zij zi exp (#Izi); T(1) (S)= Yj(s)zjjzjjh(zj);

 in

 S(l31)m (SO=- X Yi(s)Zijzilzim exp (3'zi).
 n i=1

 Some regularity conditions are also needed. We will not strive for complete generality and will

 be content with the set of conditions given below, constructed to make the proof of the
 subsequent theorem work smoothly. The conditions are of the type used by Andersen & Gill
 (1982). Discussion of the assumptions and methods for checking them can be found in their
 paper, and also remedies that can be resorted to should some of them be mildly violated.

 Assumptions. Data is only collected for the time interval [0, L], where L is a finite constant,

 and

 rL

 1 a(s) ds<oo.

 The functions S(0) (s, ,B), ... , 7/2i) (s) above converge uniformly for 0- s - L in probability to
 lower-case counterparts s(0) (s,), ..., )(s), i.e.

 SUpO,S s L I S(?) (s, i)-s(?) (s, 0 -|4 0,

 each ,8, etc. s(0) (s, 0), the limit in probability of X Yi(s)/n, is bounded away from 0. The s(1), S(2),

 s(3) functions are successive partial derivatives, w. r.t. the components off,8, of s(0) (s,f/). The
 covariate vectors have components zij(s) that may be (time-dependent) predictable stochastic
 processes, but they are bounded, i.e. Izi (s) I < some M for all i, j, s, and h (z) is bounded away
 from 0 and oo in this region. Finally, the matrix Eo appearing in the proof below is positive

 definite (it is automatically non-negative definite).

 Theorem 4.1

 Under the above conditions, the Cox estimator,6* is consistent for the least false parameter,0o
 that makes exp (,6b z) closest to the true h (z) in the sense of

 IL {tff) (s) - sO) (s, t(0) (s) }a(s) ds=O, j = 1, p,

 or equivalently, maximizing (4.5) below. If the a priori density p (/1) is continuous and positive in
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 a neighbourhood of/30, and has finite expectation, then the Bayes estimator/8 of (4.3) satisfies

 Vn (8 -,l3*) --- O.

 Proof. Let

 rt

 Mi (t) = Ni (t) - Yi (s) h (zi) a(s) ds

 be the ("true") martingale associated with individual no. i. One has

 1 Ln(8 1 n~ L F -Yj(s) exp (,8'zj)
 - log L - E /'zj-log dNi(s)
 n Ln(O) n i=1 Jo L Y1Y(s) d~s

 Z E I {'z -log S(O {dMi(s)+Yi(s)h(zi)a(s) ds} (4.5)
 n i=1 o S(0) (s, 0)J

 ?>w(/3)=f {'t(l~) (s) -log s0t(s0) t(?s)} a(s) ds

 for each ,/, by yet another application of Lenglart's inequality. Furthermore

 1a82logL~(i) _ 1 = I Ql) (s, /) dNi(s), (4.6)
 n d/3J a/3k n i=1 o

 where Q(2) (s , 3) = 32 log S(M)(s, O/aAja8 = E*(Zij-E*zij)(zil-E*zil), and where "E"
 means expectation w.r.t. the variable i with probabilities

 n

 Yi(s) exp (fl'zi)/ E Yj(s) exp (,6'zj).
 j=1

 This proves that log Ln() is concave in,i. By the theorem in Andersen & Gill's Appendix II
 (1982) its maximizer, ,8*, is consistent for the maximizer of the limit in probability function

 w(/3) above, which is also the solution of aw(f8)/d/3j=O, j=1 ... v p, i.e. the ,8 given in the
 theorem. ,8 is unique since the matrix with elements -a 2w(fo0)/d,/ja,81 =o0oj, appearing below,
 is positive definite.

 It remains to prove +n (0-,8*) -0. Introduce

 Hn (x) = Ln (* + ,/)/L"(* x e.X - p , (4.7)

 so that

 /3fi*)= f XHn(X)P(f*+ !-n) dx/ f HP(x)p(x 3+ - dx. (4.8)

 One may show

 1 a2 log Ln(/3) 1 E AL

 n a/31 a/31 n J=
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 79

 where q,() (s, o) =s5() (s,/Jo)/s(O) (s,,8o) -{s,(') (s,fio)/5s0) (s,/5o)}{si') (s,/o)/s(O) (s,flo)}; notice the
 generalization from Andersen & Gill's condition D matrix. qjl) (s, fo) has interpretation as the
 limiting covariance between zij(s) and zil(s). A final technical detail needed several places in
 the rest of the proof is the fact that

 K =max sup 1 & log LAO (4.10)
 j,l,m fiE n a/3j a/,1a/m

 for some small neighbourhood ,0 of ,60, is stochastically bounded. This is true because

 _1 &3 log Ln(6 1 fn L(() N()
 n aAld#aAm E I QQllnn(s, 6f dNi(s), n a/3j a/J,la/Jm n i=1 J I-'

 writing Ql3) (s, ,6) = 1 log S(0)(s, /)/ajdid6 m = E* (zij-E*zij) (zil-E* Zil)(zim-E*Zim).
 Now the proofs of Section 2 can be mimicked to arrive at the desired conclusion. Hn D2H in

 each of the spaces C([-A, A]P), where H(x)=exp (-'x'1ox) and 20=(oo,j1). It becomes
 necessary to prove that for some small 5,

 lim P l|x|| Hn(x)p(g*+ j) dxe3}->O, as A--oo, (4.11)
 n-- oo n |x|Sv

 limp{ f Ixl Hn(X)P( + ) dx3te} =0, (4.12)

 for each E>0.

 We record the following variation on some arguments used in Section 2 and Lemma A. 1:

 choose first a big K, and then a small enough 6>0 to assure AO>(p +p2K) 6 and

 fl: I-,6olI<26}c1 o, where Ao is the smallest eigenvalue of 10. Then

 Pf llxll Hn(x) dx? }
 A<1|x|<;in

 p ' [ L llxll exp {I-(A0-p6-p2K6)||x|12} dx:EJ

 +P{fl* -fioll6} +P{ - 2 log Ln(c*) ap8ajI84+or,jj l36 for some j, 1}

 + P{Kn>K}.

 Take limits: let n -> oo, then A-- oo, then K-> oo0.

 It remains only to show

 lim P {fIuiiu6 Hn (nu)p (,* + u) du:,->} = 0.

 It suffices to show P{Hn(Fnu)- exp (-nc') for all u with jjujj-}l- for some small positive
 c', i.e. verify the equivalent of condition (F*) of Section 2, since f|u|[p (f* +u) du< 00. As in
 Lemma A.3, (F*) is implied by (F): there is a c>0 such that

 1
 P sup - log L c6o+ U)/L(/o)S-c}--*1.

 {6IInI0u n J
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 80 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 But

 - log Ln (,8o + u) /L, (fo) * w (,o + u)-w w(,6O)
 n

 for each u, and by concavity this convergence is uniform on each compact, in probability, by

 Andersen & Gill (1982, Theorem A.II). This, combined with the consistency of ,8*, can be
 used to verify (F). El

 Remarks. (1) That nearly every Bayes estimator (4.3) is consistent for,/0 and behaves
 asymptotically as the standard estimator may appear innocuous; recent papers by Diaconis &

 Freedman (for example, 1986) have warned us, however, of taking results of this type for

 granted in models with infinite-dimensional parameter spaces. The Cox model is infinite-

 dimensional in view of the unspecified base-line intensity a(-). (2) That,f* (and A) is consistent

 for the least false parameter value ,60 generalizes the consistency result of Andersen & Gill to
 the present case where the exp (/%'z) part of Cox's model is not trusted. One may go on to

 derive the limit distribution of n(13* -,60) in this larger context: it is normal with a certain
 covariance matrix (involving, but different from the 10 appearing above) that can be consis-
 tently estimated. This would provide the basis for more cautious statistical analysis when using

 the Cox model in applications.

 Appendix

 The following lemmas were needed in Section 2.

 Lemma A.1

 Under regularity conditions (A)-(F), the following is true for each e>O:

 limP {f IJ Gn(x)P(80o+ ) dx 3 e ?} 0 i=-.0I ,pI n -- oo -A, A]P jn

 lim P I Gn (T ) 0 +t x dX | }
 n -) Xo -[-A,A]P Fn

 as A -- oo.

 Proof. Consider

 Jn')(A, 6) JxllGn (x)p (00+ -) dx,

 Jn2) nb) =.fx |x|GW(x)p (o + ) dx,

 where 6>0 will be specified later. It will suffice to prove

 lim P{JnM)(A, 6)3e} ->0 asA ->oo, (A.1)
 n Pm {A

 liM P Y(n )(o)3?=O. (A.2)
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 Scand J Statist 13 Estimation in counting process models 81

 By condition (E), p(8O+x/ n/) is bounded by some constant when jjx/ln1<6, so (A.1) is
 proved when we show that

 lim P { |xjjGn(X)dX3-E} (A.3)

 as A-- w.

 Let us reconsider the Taylor expansion (2.15). Since Ox is known only to be between 80 and

 80o+ x/ n where xl n can be as large as (the fixed) 6, (2.15) and (2.8) cannot imply (A.3)
 alone. But

 1 1 _ __a'lo _L

 n In O(8x)= - In, jl (0) + E (OX) (xl m-g0 m) n n n m=1 aOjaiaOm x

 where Ox is between 80 and Ox. By the arguments leading to (4.12) in Borgan (1984), there is a
 neighbourhood E1 of 80 such that {Kn}, where

 1 a3 log L (l9)
 Kn= max sup - _a'lo_L__

 j,l,m tie1 n aOjaO iatm

 satisfies P{Kn-K}l- for some finite K.
 Define the events

 Qn,1={jjUn(90o)1Cnj-_-K'j

 Qn,2= { In,jI(00) 0j, (O <6 }j'

 Qn, 3 = Kn -<K}.

 Choose 6 in Qn,2 sO small that (1) 6p+6p2K<Ao, the smallest eigenvalue of Y, (2) the
 neighbourhood E)1 contains the 6-ball centred at 80. Then if the events Qn, 1, Qn, 2 Qn 3 all occur

 and j|xi n|11<6, then by (2.15)

 1 ( )1
 log Gn(X)-,IlxIIK'+ - x 1-In(80)+E x- - x'Yx

 2 1n J2

 1 1 p a'log Ln
 2 j i n m=1 aOj8i8m (a8x)(ox,m8,m)

 IlxllK-+ X 2 xjlx1- Aox2+ ZE lxjlxllKn6p
 2 ji 2 2j

 :xIIK'j-K (o6_p_-6p2K)|jxjj2.

 Hence

 p JA lxllGn(x) dx e}

 P[f llxll exp { IxllK -1 0_6p-p2K)jjXjj2} dx! ?]

 + P(Q_ 1) + P(Q2_,) + P(Qn 3)
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 82 N. L. Hjort Scand J Statist 13

 This implies

 lim P {f _ llxllG,(x) dx?4 }

 P I lJ x lx exp{lIxIlK' -(A2-6po _p2K) 1 J12+}dx>6]+ PfjjUIjK'}
 |Ixll>A

 by (2.7), since P(Qn,2)-*1 and P(Qn,3)-*1. Letting first A-- 00 and then K'-*oo proves (A.1).
 Next consider (A.2). Substitute u=x/ n to get

 J(2 Ib I u I1 Il Gn G(U)P (00 + u) du.

 But when I1uI1|6

 -log Gn(nu)= - {log Ln(O + u)-log Ln(80o)} -co
 n n

 by condition (F), if the event Qn defined there occurs. Hence

 p 2{J)(6)> E}P {fp n exp (-nco)IIuIjp(0o+u) duae } +P(Qn).
 Ilull--6

 Since 8 has finite prior expectation, (A.2) is true, and the lemma is proved. O

 Lemma A.2

 For each p-vector u

 f x exp (x'u- x'Zx) dx=(2nz)P'2I11-1/2 exp (Wu' - 'u) -u,

 exp (x'u -Ix'X) dx= (2jr)p'2j:-112 exp (u'E -1u)

 Proof. Let X be Np(O, F). Then u'X is N(O, u'Fu), so that

 E exp (u'X)= f exp (u'x)(2rT)-p'2|l-1/2 exp (-x't-lx) dx= exp (Tu'Fu).

 Putting F=E -I gives the second formula. Further, d{exp (qu'ru)}/au, must equal

 EXi exp (u'X)= f x, exp (u'x) (2'r)-p21Fl-K12 exp (-'x'Fr-1x) dx

 i.e.

 f xi exp (u'x- xIF'x) dx=(2f7)Pp2jF1/2 exp (7u'Fu)F(i)u,

 implying the first. [1

 Lemma A.3

 Consider the situation described in Theorem 2.3, involving the true intensity a(-) and the

 parametricfamily {fa(, 8); 0 E e}. Assume regularity conditions (A)-(D) hold. Then regularity
 conditions (F) and (F*) imply each other.
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 Proof. Assume (F) is true, and let 6>0 be given. Then there is a c>0 such that P(Qn, 0)- 1,
 where

 Qn, =I{11 siu L(80) < exp (-nc)

 Let Qn,2={lIOZ-8o116 } so that P(Qn 2)--1 by Theorem 2.3. Now if both Qn and Qn,2 occur
 and jIujI?6 then

 Ln (Zn*+ u) Ln(00+0n*-0-0+u) Ln(90)

 Ln (O9n*) Ln (l90) Ln (tOn*)

 Ln (600 + V)
 S sup L~(8o+v) s< exp (-nc),

 II VI -4 Ln (60o)

 i.e. (F*) is true. We used Ln(O) <Ln(On*), which of course is true for a bonafide ML estimator,

 but which is also true with the more general "likelihood equation root" interpretation, with
 probability tending to one.

 Assume next that (F*) is true. Writing

 Ln (6O + u) Ln((n*+0+0-0n*+u) Ln(On*)

 Ln (O0) Ln (9n*) Ln (090)

 we need to bound Ln(6n*)/Ln(6O) too. Suppose it is shown that

 - log Ln(6n*)/Ln(O0) -40.
 n

 Let

 Qn, 3 =Ln (LOn+ V ) x (-nc')} 11sj-V6Ln(On*) ex

 for a c' such that P(A, 3)-*1, and let

 n,4 { n -log Ln(On*) }
 n Ln (80 )j

 Then Qn,2, Qn,3, Qn,4 together imply

 Ln ( U) )exp (nc') exp (-nc')= exp (-nc')

 whenever jIujId6, i.e. (F) holds.
 It remains to prove

 1 Ln (#95 p,
 - log -> .
 n Ln(90)

 But

 1 Ln(On) 1 ( - log f = - I {log a(s, 6n*) - log a(s, 8O)} dM(s)
 n Ln (90) n O

 + ([a (s) flog a (s, tOn*) - log a (s,t O) I-la (s, 0.)- a(s, o)}]ds,
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 and both of these terms can be shown to converge to zero in probability, using Taylor

 expansion and the regularity conditions (A)-(D). g
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